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LATEST EVENTS
17th Annual Nob Hill
Shop and Stroll
December 1 , 201 1  (5 :00
pm)
(Special Event) 

SuperSax New Mexico
December 1 , 201 1  (7 :30
pm)
(Music) 

THE ORANGE CHAIR
December 2, 201 1  (6:00
pm)
(Art) 

VIEW FULL
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CLASSIFIEDS
Holiday Mini
Sessions,
December 4th
Wanted Creativ e
(1 5 .1 1 .201 1 )
Pencak Silat
Mande Muda and
FMA
For Sale Classes
(07 .1 1 .201 1 )
Soothing Hands
Massage
Wanted
Therapeutic
(31 .1 0.201 1 )
FREE IMPROV
CLASS FOR
SENIORS
For Sale Classes
(27 .1 0.201 1 )

Wild and crazy banjo
Thursday , 1 8 August 201 1

Steve Martin gets serious
about his music career in
collaboration 
with established
bluegrass act, Steep
Canyon Rangers

By Kyle Mullin
Steve Martin’s current
onstage antics, unlike the
rehearsed routines of his
comedy career, are often
accidental.  

“I’ve had strings pop out,
or slide off the fret board,” the veteran performer said during a recent media conference call
with Local iQ of the occasional surprise slapstick that has startled him and his bandmates
during their current bluegrass tour, which arrives in Albuquerque Aug. 22.

“Sometimes you start to play and then the lighting guy will suddenly change to a very hot
light. And you can feel the heat change the tension on the strings. You can just sit there and
listen to the banjo go out of tune in the middle of the song,” he said.

“Anytime something musically happens that’s a mishap, (it’s) rarely funny to me,” added
Martin.

The legendary comedian became famous in the 197 0s for standup routines in which he
cracked wise while plucking goofy banjo jingles, a massive fake arrow resting on his scalp to
make him appear impaled instead of merely silly. 

These days, Martin has ditched all those elements, save for the strumming, which helped him
nab a Best Bluegrass Album Grammy for The Crow: New Songs for the Five String Banjo in
2009. It’s become a whole new career for the 66-year-old entertainer, who became a
household name in the ’7 0s and ’80s after starring in hit flicks like The Jerk and Planes,
Trains & Automobiles, Father of the Bride. Those acting gigs were augmented by seemingly
endless appearances on Saturday Night Live. Then he scrawled stage scripts, a lauded novel
and articles for the The New Yorker magazine, and became a gallery luminary with his fine
art collections.

After all of those accomplishments, his latest mission has been to master the banjo — both on
the road with this current tour, and in the studio sessions for 2011’s Rare Bird Alert, where
he played with Paul McCartney, The Dixie Chicks and his backing band Steep Canyon
Rangers. Those latter collaborators may not be as famous as the album’s other artists, but
they offered Martin more than a few lessons.   
 
“I really did have to learn to play with a band,” he said of his work with the Rangers. “You
learn it from kind of standing in a circle and playing. You have to learn when to back off the
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mic and when to play quietly on the mic. And to learn that it’s not always about you, you
know,” Martin related.
 
That humility was more than a pleasant surprise for his band mates — it was essential.
Guitarist Woody Platt, in an interview with Local iQ, said he and his fellow Rangers have a
rotation of designated onstage spots. 

“It really features everybody. We’re constantly running (because) whenever we’re singing,
we only use one vocal mic, and we sing a lot of quartet. So other voices gotta get there, and
they gotta get there on time,” Platt said of the Rangers’ pre-Martin method, adding that their
new front man couldn’t be less like his character in The Jerk when he joins them.

“The humility was what surprised us the most about Steve — along with his playing. Without
even warming up he can play (the banjo) at top speed,” Platt said. “But really, it’s his open
mindedness. He’s not bossing us around, he’s asking us how we feel about this or that.”

Platt deems it a genius lack of prejudice, which allows the Rangers to offer up their own
wisdom to the elder entertainer — like how to take snapped strings in stride.

“I’m a really big guy and I break a lot of strings, I find it funny,” Platt said, adding that he
often rethreads his guitar onstage, much to the audience’s delight. “Ya know, if ya got the
guts, go for it in the middle of a song.”

It’s an unconditional appreciation, even during unconventional gigs. Steep Canyon Rangers
didn’t balk at playing the Albuquerque Zoo in 2009, instead marveling at the moat
encircling the stage, which Platt recalled was brimming with ducks and fish.

Martin has followed that lead. Onstage he doesn’t snub his farcical roots, instead imparting
zippy one liners between songs along with a bluegrass rendition of his 197 0s spoof jingle
(and pop hit) “King Tut.” Martin also shares the Rangers affinity for Albuquerque, citing it in
a new song with the line, “Heading south to Albuquerque, speeding down I-25. Cops behind
each low slung billboard, half an hour ‘til you arrive.”  

Martin admitted the fresh tune still needs tweaking and a slower tempo showing a sense of
modesty that hasn’t wavered since the first time he fingered a banjo’s frets. From that outset
Martin mixed good humor with a craftsman’s stern practicality. As a boy, it took literal
flexibility as he angled limbs as lean as the strings he was becoming acquainted with behind
the steering wheel of his car, cranking up the windows so as not to annoy his parents with the
twangy amateur notes. And he didn’t know or care how the muggy Texas air (he was born in
Waco) might change the strings’ tension and leave them out of tune.

“My high school girlfriend’s father had a banjo that I borrowed, (but) it was the wrong kind …
a four-string. And I didn’t know there was a difference between a four-string and a five-
string,” he recalled, adding he has equal revelations to this day about playing the banjo. “A
couple of years ago I wanted to learn a song, but I didn’t have a CD player except in my car.
So I went out to the car, put the CD in and played along. And I thought, ‘Well this is exactly
the same as I used to do when I was 17 , except for the price of the car.’”

Steve Martin and Steep Canyon Rangers
7:30p, Mon., Aug. 22
Popejoy Hall
UNM campus, 505.925.5858
$39-$69
Tickets: unmtickets.com
stevemartin.com
steepcanyonrangers.com
ampconcerts.org
popejoypresents.com 
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